AfricanScrapbook
Digitalized Photographs Preserved for Future Generations

How many of us have boxes or albums full
of old photos that Grandmother left us just
sitting in a cupboard or stashed somewhere
in the attic? You keep thinking that one
day you will get all of this stuff organised
but for various reasons you just never get
around to it. The truth is that most of us
never do.
These family treasures sit in the closet, get
passed down and around, until finally no
one in the family knows who those people
are or where the photograph was taken.
Eventually they get thrown out and they
are lost to the family forever.
AfricanScrapbook offers a unique way to
organise, record and preserve your family
photographs for future generations whilst
turning all of those old photographs into
money by digitalizing each image and
offering copies of them for sale
on the Internet.

Not only that, as each photograph is
annotated with a description of the place
where the photograph was taken and/or
name of the person or persons appearing
in the image, its historical significance is
retained forever.

For each photograph downloaded, you
receive a commission based on the price of
the image sold to the customer. You will
be paid a 60% of the actual price for every
image sold each month payable to any
account of your choice.

Furthermore, your AfricanScrapbook
membership is an invaluable, sustainable
asset whereby all revenue derived from
future sales of copies of your photographs
can be inherited by your family for their
ongoing benefit.

AfricanScrapbook digitalizes your
photographs and stores them for you on a
secure website which is not only accessible
by your family but also customers who
may wish to purchase a copies of your
stock photography. Book publishers,
authors, speciality publishers, magazines,
advertising agencies, filmmakers, web
designers, graphic artists, interior decor
firms, corporate creative groups, and other
entities utilize stock photography to fulfil
the needs of their creative assignments. By
using stock photography instead
of hiring a photographer to
perform on location shooting,
they can save valuable time
and a considerable amount
of money.

With prices ranging from between $35 $250 per image, you will realise a source
of revenue that you never knew existed!
So, instead of your photographs gathering
dust in some dark closet, you can quickly
turn them into a valuable financial asset.

If you, or any member of your family
would like to learn more about the
substantial benefits of becoming an
AfricanScrapbook member, please email,
info@africanscrapbook.com for further
information.

So not only do you get all of your
photographic albums digitally preserved
for the enjoyment of future generations,
but you retain full copyright protection at
all times and get paid for it.

It will possibly be the best legacy you
make on behalf of your Grandmother, her
Grandmother and all of the rest of
the Grandmothers yet
to come...

It costs nothing to join AfricanScrapbook
and there are no penalties whatsoever
from cancelling your membership. You
can withdraw some or all of your
images from AfricanScrapbook at
anytime and for any reason.
It’s that easy.
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